TUESDAY 29 SEPTEMBER 2020
UNITED KINGDOM INTERNAL MARKET BILL
Report (consideration) stage
Provisional grouping and selection of Amendments
by Mr Speaker

Competition and Markets Authority, Office for the Internal Market, rule of law duty, common framework, duty to review, climate and nature emergency impact statements, Northern Ireland, interpretation of Protocol, and Amendments to the Bill, including to leave out Clause 45 and to leave out Part 6 (financial assistance powers)

GovtNC4 + GovtNC5 + NC1 [Opposition] + NC2 [Opposition] + NC3 [Opposition]
+ NC6 [Lucas] + NC7 [DUP] + NC8 [Leigh] + Govt31 + Govt32 + Govt19 + Govt33 to Govt38
+ Govt20 to Govt26 + Govt1 to Govt11 + 16 [Farry] on page 14 + Govt12 + Govt13
+ Govt15 + Govt14 + 18 [SNP] on page 15 + 29 [SNP] on page 15 + GovtNS1
+ 17 [DUP] on page 19 + Govt27 + Govt28 + 30 [SNP] on page 20

[4 hours from commencement of proceedings on the supplementary programme motion (if that motion is agreed to)]

29 September 2020

By order of Mr Speaker

#UKIMBill

Notes:

New Clauses tabled by the Member in charge of Bill (Secretary Alok Sharma) take precedence over other New Clauses. Page numbers added for non-Government Amendments to help Members locate them on the Notice Paper.

If the supplementary programme motion is agreed to —

- the debate at report stage must be concluded no later than 4 hours from start of proceedings on the supplementary programme motion; and
- Third Reading must be concluded no later than 6 hours from start of proceedings on the supplementary programme motion.

Expected VOTES:

1. At end of report stage, no later than 4 hours from start of proceedings on the programme motion: NC1 [Opposition], NC6 [Caroline Lucas], NC7 [DUP], Amendment 16 [Farry]
2. On Third Reading, no later than 6 hours from start of proceedings on the programme motion; SNP Reasoned Amendment, and main Question on Third Reading.